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INTRODUCTION

The Positron Accumulator Ring (PAR) is part of the APS injection system. 
It receives 24 30-ns FWHM bursts of 450-MeV positrons, and compresses them 
into 6-nC, 290-ps rms bunches. Striplines were selected as beam position 
monitors (BPMs) to assure that good position sensitivity is achieved. This paper 
will describe the design, construction, and wire calibration of the 16 PAR BPMs. 
It will be demonstrated that all relevant stripline parameters can be determined by 
solving the two-dimensional LaPlace equation. This was done numerically using 
the electrostatic part of the PE2D computer program. The construction of the 
units will be briefly discussed. Wire calibration data on one of the final units will 
be compared with theory at four frequencies.

THEORY

In the design of the striplines, the beam was taken as traveling at c, in a 
uniform cross section beam tube. Thus the Fourier decomposition of 
electromagnetic fields contains only transverse electromagnetic (TEM) waves. For 
example, the Fourier component of the electric field can be represented by

E t (x, y) e* * -* ), (!)

where Ef has components only in the transverse x-y plane. It is straightforward 
to show that the stripline design process reduces to a two-dimensional electrostatic 
problem. To do this, one breaks the V operator into transverse and longitudinal 
components:

V_ = i JL + j JL and Vz = -i k . (2)
T dx 3y c

Using the general expression of B in terms of a vector potential B = v x A, one 
obtains BT = v x A j  (with AT = 0 because Bz = 0). Using Maxwell’s equation for 
a Fourier component, one can show that a scaler function exists such that
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E t + io)7Tz = V\|/ (3)

Vj y  (x,y) = -VT • E T = 0 and ~KZ = \j//c . W

We thus need to deal only with the two-dimensional La Place equation.
To accomplish this, it is useful to use Green’s reciprocity theorem for 

electrostatics. Consider a system of n charges qj at whose location the potential 
is <J>i. Now replace these with a new set of charges q/ which results in potentials 
3>i. The theorem states that

X q . ^ ^ I q , * ^ .  (5)

This can be generalized to sets of conductors with charges qj and q/ at potentially 
4>, and 4>j, or a mixed set of conductors and charges can also be used.

For the beam-stripline system, there are five conductors (see Fig. 1). Besides 
the four striplines, the fifth conductor is the beam tube. This will always be taken 
as being at ground potential and thus it will never explicitly appear in a sum of 
the reciprocity theorem. What we would like to obtain is the signal induced by 
the beam on the striplines. The first step is to put one volt on each strip and 
numerically solve for the potential distribution. Call this distribution v„(x,y). 
Now we ground the four striplines and put in the charge q at x,y. Charges Q„ Qj, 
Q3, and Q4 will be induced on the four strips. Reciprocating gives that

Q1 + Q2 + Q3 + Q4 + qv,/volts = 0. (6)

We get distribution vy with strip voltages V, = V2 = -1 and V3 = V4 = 1. Then 
vx using V, = V4 = -1 and V2 = V3 = +1, and finally vq with V2 = V4 = -1 and Vj 
= V3 = +1. The charges can be solved for:

Qi = -V4[v0 + vx + vy + vq] q/volt, Qa = -V*[\0 - vx - vy + vq] q/volt, (7)
Qj = -Va[ \0 - vx + vy - vq] q/volt, Q4 = -V4[v0 + vx - vy - vq] q/volt.

For a transmission line in vacuum, the impedance is Zq = 1/cC where c is the 
speed of light and C is the capacitance per unit length. In our case, the 
capacitance per unit length of a strip is obtained by numerically evaluating I = 
$E • ndl around an electrode when the potentials v0, vx, vy, and vq are numerically 
determined. The impedance is then given by Zq = 376.73Q/I (SI units). It is 
important to note that this impedance depends on which of the v’s is being 
evaluated. In particular, for the PAR striplines, the impedance corresponding to

and thus



vo, vx, vy, and vq are R0 = 50.0Q, Rx = 45&.0, Ry = 45.0Q, and Rq = 43.0£2 (±
0.2 0 ), respectively.

Each strip in a stripline unit is connected to a 50 ohm signal cable through a 
vacuum feedthrough. The other end of the strip is grounded. Thus the induced 
current from the beam sees the R = 50-£2 signal cable impedance in parallel with 
a transmission line shorted to ground at one end. Further, there may be additional 
capacitances and inductances in the area where the stripline is connected to the 
50-Q cable. These can be taken as part of now a complex impedance R.

Since there are four strip impedances, R0, Rx, Ry, and Rq, there will be four 
different impedances seen by the beam-induced current Call these Zq, Z*, Zy, and 
Zq. One gets

Z0 = R„/(a + Rj/R) and a  = (1 + e"2UU)/(1 -  e~2m) (8)

and to a good approximation

Zx = Z.(l + 8x) and 8x = _!l 
• “ Ro

1 - 1
a  + R(/R

(9)

with similar expressions for Zy and Zq. Here sx = Ro - Rx, 1 is the strip length 
and k is the wave number. We will allow for the possibility that the four strips 
are not identical. Corresponding to Zq there will now be Z^, Z02, Z^, and Z^. 
Similarly for Z*, Zy, and Zq. Since s«Rq, I5I«1. Variations in Z*, Zy, and Zq 
among the strips will thus be dominant by variations in Zq. Thus the 8’s will be 
taken as being the same for all four strips.

The current on strip 1 will be cQt. Q, is made up of four components 
associated with v0, vx, vy, and vq to each of which corresponds a different 
impedance Z^, Zxl, ZyX, and One only measures the magnitude of the voltage 
and to a good approximation

IV,l=(c/4) (q/volts)IZ01l[v0 + vx(l + Re8x) + vy(l + Re8y) + vq(l + Re8q)] (10)

with similar expressions for IV2I, IV3I and IV4I. Define L = IV,I + IV2I + IV3I + 
IV4I, AVX = IV,I + IV4I - IV2I - IV3I and AVy = IV,I + IV2I - IV3I - IV4I. The ratio rx 
= AVX/E is particularly sensitive to motion in the horizontal direction, while ry = 
AVy/X is sensitive to vertical displacement. Substituting the voltage magnitudes, 
one obtains

r*=(vj/v0)(l + Re8x) + Fx(IZI) and ry = (v/v0)(l + Re8y) + Fy(IZI). (H)

Fx and Fy involve ratios of two impedance terms. The denominator is always IZ Î 
+ IZo2l + IZ03I + IZqJ, and the numerator always involves two terms subtracted from 
two other terms such as IZJ + IZJ - IZJ - IZMI. AH but one term is also 
multiplied by a term like vy2/v02. If the striplines were identical, these terms



would clearly be zero. At the frequencies being used here, the primary cause of 
differences would be the strip impedances.

If we write Roi = R + et where R^ is Ro for the i^ strip in a BPM, one can 
show that the one term not multiplied by a v factor is

rx0= (e,+e4-e2-e3)(l + cos 2kl)/8R (12)
and a similar term for y. Neglecting the other terms involving IZqI’s, we write

r* = (VA>) (1+Re8s) + rx0. (13)

Near the origin, one can also approximate the x coordinate by

x  =  a o +  V *  =  ( a 0 +  a ir x0) +  a i ( v A o )  C1 +  R e 8 x)- ( 1 4 )

The term ao is a geometric offset resulting from the mechanical displacement of 
the whole BPM unit relative to the desired origin, a ^  is due to stripline 
electronic asymmetries. It will be referred to as electronic offset. The electronic 
offset is frequency dependent, and thus one could, in principle, identify it by 
making measurements at different frequencies.

There are five terms which are being neglected in the last expression for rx. 
The difference over sum factors in these are, in fact, electronic offsets divided by 
a coefficient like at. In principle, analysis of experimental data near the origin 
could be used to determine these and then one could include these terms in the 
full analysis.

DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION, AND WIRE CALIBRATION

The beam tube in the PAR is rectangular in shape with rounded comers. The 
horizontal and vertical dimensions are 122 mm and 38.5 mm, respectively. It is 
not practical to put electrodes on the vertical sides of the beam tube because of 
synchrotron radiation and low signal sensitivity. TTius, all four electrodes of the 
BPM were placed on the horizontal surfaces. In order to not affect the cross- 
sectional area available for the beam, and to minimize beam impedance, the strips 
are recessed so they are flush with the beam tube. All striplines are shorted to the 
beam tube at one end, and at the other are connected to 50-£2 feedthroughs and 
then to 50-Q cables.

Figure 2 shows the arrangement that was chosen. It represents a cross section 
of the beam tube in the region of the striplines. Three criteria were chosen to 
guide the design process. The impedance, Ro, of the stripline was to be 50 ft. 
The second criteria was that the sensitivity in both the horizontal and vertical 
direction be the same. The third was to make the intercepted charge as large a 
fraction of the total as possible. There are more geometric variables in the 
problem than there are constraints. Thus, there is no unique solution to the 
problem. As a consequence, some parameters were chosen simply to make 
construction to acceptable tolerances straightforward. One constraint that limited



RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

A total of 17 striplines were calibrated using the wire method. All were run 
at 117 MHz because this is the frequency at which the BPM electronics operates. 
A few were also calibrated at other frequencies. This enabled us to check the 
theory as a function of frequency. We will discuss the data and results for one 
particular stripline, serial no. VM-P-S2-08, for which data was taken at four 
frequencies: 4.89, 23.92, 117, and 352 MHz.

The measured data consisted of a normalized voltage magnitude for each strip 
for each position of the wire. The normalization was done with respect to the 
signal coming out of the wire in the wire calibration stand. This normalization 
assured that drive power variations from the network analyzer and possible 
impedance variations in the wire/beam-tube system do not affect results. The 
quantities E, AV*, and AVy, and then rs = AVX/L and ry = AW /L  were calculated 
as a function of x and y position. Two polynomial fits to the data were then 
generated. Each contained 36 terms starting with a constant and containing r, and 
ry in all combinations up to 7th order. One fit was for x in terms of rx and ry and 
the other fit was for y. The results of this fit were used to generate the graph in 
Fig. 5 in which the horizontal axis shows the ratio rx and the vertical shows the 
position x. The curves are drawn for various values of ry.

Probably the largest error in the construction of the BPMs was the separation 
of the top and bottom housing units; this was intended to be 38.2 mm. The 
average separation of the actual units turned out to be 35.0 mm ± 1.28 mm. For 
VM-P-S2-08 the separation was 36.62 mm, a 4% difference. In the vertical 
direction, this means about a 4% difference in the design and actual ry’s. 
Therefore, the design r’s cannot be used to compare with experiment. A new set 
was calculated for VM-P-S2-08. As was shown earlier, these need to be 
multiplied by (1 + Re8). In the present case

Re8 = -.05(1 + coski) <15)

for both x and y. Using a strip length of 1 = .231 m, (1 + Re5) is .900, .901, .929, 
and .998 for the frequencies of 4.89, 23.92, 117, and 352 MHz, respectively.

The resulting r ’s were also fit to
36-term polynomials to generate x 
and y coordinates. To compare 
theory and experiment, a set of 
differences using the polynomials 
was generated. Figure 6 shows this 
difference for 117 MHz in x. Table 
1 summarizes the results of the 
analysis. The listed average 
deviations exclude offset. The % 
deviation is calculated by dividing

Table 1. Results Summary

Average %
f(MHz) Deviation Offset (mm)

x y x y
4.89 1.5 1.5 -.154 .037
23.92 .89 1.4 -.147 .021
117 .89 1.3 -.134 .078
352 .77 1.4 -.122 .204



The listed average deviations exclude offset. The % deviation is calculated by 
dividing the average deviation by 7.5 in x and 5 in y. These are the average 
ranges over which x and y are evaluated. The x and y offsets are also listed. The 
frequency variation of these offsets may explain, at least in part, why the fits to 
the data are not better than they are. These imply that the electrical offsets are 
not zero, and thus the neglected five terms in the r’s are not zero. Another reason 
for the disagreement has to do with additional manufacturing errors. For example, 
the top and bottom half of VM-P-S2-08 are displaced by .25 mm with respect to 
each other. Thus the theoretical r’s are inaccurate resulting in disagreement with 
the measurements
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Figure 5. X fit to experimental 
ratios at 117Mhz.

Figure 6. Difference between x 
experimental data and theory.


